A purely syntactical proof is given that all functions definable in a certain affine linear typed -calculus with iteration in all types are polynomial time computable. The proof also gives explicit polynomial bounds that can easily be calculated.
Summary
In [6] Hofmann presented a linear type system for nonsize-increasing polynomial time computation allowing unrestricted recursion for inductive datatypes. The proof that all definable functions of type N ( N are polynomial time computable essentially used semantic concepts, such as the set-theoretic interpretation of terms.
We present a different proof of the same result for a slightly modified version of the term system, which uses syntactical arguments only. However, this paper is more than a new proof of an already known result, as the method choosen has several benefits:
A reduction relation is defined on the term system such that the term system is closed under reduction. Therefore calculations can be done within the system. This is in contrast to [6] , where no reduction rules are given; instead, the result is obtained via a set theoretic interpretation.
It is not only shown that every function is polytime, but explicit polynomial bounds are given that can be determined easily for every given term. An example (for insertion sort) is given in 5.10.
The semantical size measure "minimal upper bound of growth" (the size function in [6, x3.2] ) for terms of higher type is replaced by the much simpler, computable, syntactical measure: "number of free variables".
The role of the 3-type becomes more transparent, for the following reasons. First, all definable functions obviously are non-size-increasing with respect to our size measure, since there will be no reduction rule introducing new variables. Secondly, the facts that -there are no closed terms of type 3,
-the successor functions have type 3 ( N ( N, -we have a linear typing discipline together ensure that ground terms that are large in the usual size measure are also large in this new size measure.
It seems that the simplicity of the present approach makes it easier to design arithmetical systems where the proofs can be normalised in polynomial time.
Introduction and related work
Recent research has provided many characterizations of Ptime (the class of all functions computable in polynomial time) by means of appropriate restrictions of the terms in Gödel' s T [1, 2, 5] . Consider for example the following functions on unary coded natural numbers 1 , which lead to exponential growth:
1 Of course, no-one actually uses unary coded numbers when dealing with questions of complexity. However, examples with unary coded numbers are very general ones, as many data structures can be seen as extensions of unary coded numbers: binary numerals are unary ones, if we don' t distinguish the two successor functions; lists can be seen as unary coded numbers if we don' t care about their elements.
In other words, as unary numbers can be embedded into many commonly used data structures, counterexamples with unary numbers also work with almost any of the interesting data structures.
Approaches based on "predicative recursion" [1, 8] argue that this is due to the way double is called: the previous value of an outer recursion (i.e. exp(x)) is used as recursive argument of an inner recursion (i.e. is used as argument for double).
However, although all functions computable in polynomial time can be defined in such a restricted term system, many natural algorithms are excluded, particularly if they involve nested recursions. Standard examples are sorting algorithms like insertion sort, which has the same recursive structure as exp:
Caseiro [3] observed this fact and studied many related examples; her work resulted in some (partially semantic) criteria for algorithms which ensure that they run in polynomial time. In the example of insertion sort the reason why this recursion does not lead to exponential growth is that insert does not increase the size of its input. Hofmann [6] took up this line of research and formulated a new term system with a special type 3 of "coins", which only allows to define non-size-increasing Ptime functions, but can also accomodate nested recursions. The basic idea is that whenever a function increases the size of its argument (like a binary successor function), then one has to "pay" for it by inputting a coin (i.e. a term of type 3).
The present note can be seen as a straightening of Hofmann' s [6] . We present a new proof of his main result, which apart from being simpler provides more insight into what actually is going on, and in particular provides an explicit construction of the polynomials. We have listed what we view as advantages of our proof in the summary above. It is our hope that this simplification will make further progress easier.
Types and terms
Types are built from the base types N (to be interpreted as binary coded natural numbers), bool, and a special type 3.
This type may be interpreted as a pointer to free memory, as in [4] . From a more technical point of view, lemma 5.3 will show that there are no closed terms of this type. Therefore this type can be used to ensure that terms contain free variables. For example the type 3 ( N ( N of the successor functions together with the linear typing discipline will make sure that the usual length measure for natural numbers and the more technical measure "number of free variables" will be the same. As the term system is based on the intuition that length is expressed by the number of free variables, the interesting terms are not only closed terms, but more importantly "almost closed" terms, i.e. terms with free variables of type 3 only. and can both be interpreted as ordered pairs; however, the meaning of linearity for those types is different: from a tensor-product both components can be used once, whereas in the case of an ordinary pair, the pair itself can be used only once, i.e. one has to choose which component of the pair is to be used.
As can be seen from 4.3, corresponds to (, whereas corresponds to bool.
Terms are built from variables x y z : : :and constructor symbols c. Each variable has a type and it is assumed that there are infinitely many variables of each type. The notation x should express that the variable x has type .
Definition 3.2 (Terms).
The set of terms is inductively defined by t s::= x j c j x t j h t si j ts j f tg j f t sg These terms should be seen as our "raw syntax"; only correctly typed terms (in the sense of definition 3.4) represent meaningful functions.
The idea for the f g and f g term constructs is taken from [7] . Terms of this form appear only as arguments in an N or L( ) elimination. This explicit marking of the step terms in iteration constructs is not only technically convenient but also allows one to see the time complexity of a term at first glance: the constant coefficient of the polynomial defining the run-time is simply the number of symbols outside any braces, the coefficient for X is number of symbols within one pair of braces and so on. See definition 5.5 for details.
The notations tt and x~ t are defined as usual, so x y t is an abbreviation for x ( y t). Terms that only differ in the naming of bound variables are identified. The next definition states which terms of our raw syntax are correctly typed. ;`t is to be read as "t is a typed term of type with free variables in ;".
Definition 3.3 (Constructor symbols
The typing system is based on elimination rules. Therefore for every type different to 3 there is a rule describing how to use terms of this type; in all these rules the elimination is written as (formal) application. For the right hand side of such an application a notation is choosen that expresses best the computational behaviour of the terms used for the elimination. This avoids duplication of syntax, e.g. with the pair ht si we have a notation expressing that exactly one of the terms t and s will be needed. Using this syntax also for "if : : :then : : :else : : :" avoids introducing another notation with exactly the same computational meaning.
"Data types", i.e. types where it is possible to retrieve all the stored information by a single use of an object of this type, are introduced by constants. Only "abstractions" have special introduction rules. (In the system we have two forms of abstraction: the -abstraction and the pair.) This way of introduction allows the relatively simple definition 4.4 of the term closure of reductions expressing that we may reduce within data, but not under abstractions. It is crucial that we require the step terms in (N ; ) and (L( ) ; ) to be closed. Otherwise it would not be possible to define reduction rules in such a way that the system is closed under reduction, since free variables in the step terms would be duplicated otherwise. The fact that all eliminations are written as applications ensures that all typed terms have a uniform appearance, as can easily be verified by induction on the definition of the ` relation.
Definition 3.4 (;`t ).

Immediately obvious from the definition is
Lemma 3.7 (Head form).
Assume ;`t . Then t is of the form xt, ct, ( x s)t or hs rit.
Reductions
We now define reduction rules on the terms. They are all correct with respect to the set-theoretic semantics. In order to be able to control the effects of recursion we allow reduction only if the argument is already calculated, i.e. if the argument is a numeral. 
Length of reduction chains
We use three different measures for terms: the number of free variables, which corresponds to the "size function" in [6] ; the length, which is the number of symbols of a term that can be seen (using the interpretation that you can only see one component of an ordinary pair) and the polynomial which is the upper bound for the complexity of a function.
Definition 5.1 (Length).
The length jtj of a term t is defined by induction on t as follows: jcj = jxj = 1 jtsj = jtj + jsj j x sj = jsj + 1 jht sij = m a x fjtj jsjg + 1 jftgj = jft 1 t 2 gj = 0
The notation t is used for
The following corollary is formulated for first-order functions only. However, if one accepts the nubmer of free variables as a size measure for definable functions for higher types as well, then the corollary trivially remains valid for every definable function.
Corollary 5.4 (Non-size-increasing property). Every first-order function definable by a closed term has the property that the output is not longer than the input.
Proof. Lemma 
# (t i ).
Again by trivial induction on typed terms, we get Lemma 5.6. ; 1`t ,; 2`s ; ; 1 ; 2 disjoint =)
# (t s=x]) 4 # (t) + # (s)
We are now able to prove our main theorem. Normalize r to r 0 in k 0 steps using the induction hypothesis.
We have # (r 0 ) ( N) + jr 0 j + k 0 # (r) ( N) + jrj
The only interesting (and in the case of t being almost closed the only) case is that when r 0 is a numeral. Consider r 0 = S i1 r 3 1 (: : : (S in r 3 n 1)). Using lemma 5.3 and the fact that the term is linear typed we get n N. In n + 1 steps form t 0 = h i1 r 3 1 (: : : (h in r 3 n s))t. Using the induction hypothesis, normalize t 0 to t 00 in k 1 steps; we have # (t 00 ) ( N) + jt 00 j + k 1 # (t 0 ) ( N) + jt 0 j : case of an application st first normalize s to s 0 , then form the "canonical reduct" for s 0 t, i.e. completely unfold an iteration, and finally normalize the canonical reduct." As this strategy depends only on the term structure, the decision which redex to choose next can be made in sufficiently short time. Proof. Let~ be almost closed normal numerals. Then # (t~ ) = # (t), as # (~ ) = 0 . Therefore an upper bound for the number of steps is # (t) ( jFV (~ )j) + jtj +j~ j, which is polynomial in the length of the input~ . Now we can immediately define a function of type L( ) ( 3 ( ( L( ) inserting an element at the correct position in a given sorted list. At each step we compare the given element with the first element of the list, take the "smaller" element at the beginning of the list and insert the "larger" one in the rest of the list. Remark 5.11. By simple modifications of (the proof of) [6, x4.3] we may conclude that many "natural orderings", e.g. the normal ordering on binary coded natural numbers, can be defined in the given term system. However, it should be noted that it is not necessary that every interesting ordering is definable in the given system. It would also be possible to just add a new symbol with the conversion rules ts 7 ! bool t( ts), if s is "smaller" than t, and ts 7 ! bool f ( ts) otherwise. With the definition j j = 4 the above theory remains valid and shows that there are at most X 2 of the newly introduced conversions in the normalizing sequence. Therefore this theory can be used to calculate the number of calls to a "subroutine", even if the subroutine itself is not definable in the given system, or not even polynomial time computable.
Conclusions and further work
For terms in Hofmann' s term calculus from [6] we have presented an explicit method to calculate a polynomial bounding the size of the value as well as the number of reduction steps. The construction is quite direct, i.e. one can see immediately how the polynomial is generated. A possible benefit of such a perspicuous approach is that generalizations should be more manageable, e.g. -via the Curry-Howard correspondence -to systems of proof terms for natural deduction calculi involving induction on notation. This is one line of research we would like to follow up.
Appendix: Extending the system to full Ptime
Once one has understood that the non-size-increasing property is just a question of free variables, it is obvious how to extend the system in such a way that it characterises Ptime: just add a type of binary words that can be formed without free variables (and therefore without elimination rules). A similar idea was used by Leivant and Marion.
In [9] they use "tiers" in the form of different forms of data representation. Their "Church-like abstraction terms" correspond to our type N, and their "words" to the new type .
The idea for the proof of theorem 7.4 is due to [6, x4.3] . 
Definition 7.1 (Extended term system
where n is the (semantical) length of`.
with app being the append function for lists of type 3 ( L( ) ( L( ). (This function obviously can be defined in the given system.)
By induction on`we note that g``0b = f n (b (app`0`)) where n is the length of`. So we can define f ] (a `) = g`nil a. (s ik (: : : (s i0 ))) ( (s j0 (: : : (s i k 0 ))) ( t 1 ( : : : ( t n;1 t n )))) with each of thet being t or f such that this is the binary coding of m. So configurations are coded by closed terms of type = bool : : : bool. By (N ; ) with result type N a term can be defined returning both, its input and a copy of the input as short numeral. This is possible as the successor of type can be built without requiring free variables. Using this term, we can define a closed term of type N ( N returning its input and creating the initial configuration of the Turing machine.
The one-step transition function can also be defined by a closed term: via ( ; ) the coding of the state is split into its components; using the constants iszero and head followed by more applications of ( ; ), we get additional variables of type bool indicating whether the symbol currently read is at the beginning or the "end" of the tape. Complete case distinctions via (bool ; ) reduce the problem to the construction of the new state from the two parts of the tape.
This can be done easily using the constants s 0 , s 1 , p, , t and f .
Iterating the one-step transition function via proposition 7.3 completes the proof.
